Representing relationships as translations in vector space lives at the heart of many neural embedding models such as word embeddings and knowledge graph embeddings. In this work, we study the connections of this translational principle with collaborative ltering algorithms. We propose Translational Recommender Networks (T R ), a new a entive neural architecture that utilizes the translational principle to model the relationships between user and item pairs. Our model employs a neural a ention mechanism over a Latent Relational A entive Memory (LRAM) module to learn the latent relations between user-item pairs that best explains the interaction. By exploiting adaptive user-item speci c translations in vector space, our model also alleviates the geometric in exibility problem of other metric learning algorithms while enabling greater modeling capability and ne-grained ing of users and items in vector space. e proposed architecture not only demonstrates the state-of-the-art performance across multiple recommendation benchmarks but also boasts of improved interpretability.
INTRODUCTION
e modern age is a world of information overload. e explosion of information, also referred to as the era of big data, is a huge motivator for the research and development of practical recommender systems. Generally, the key problem that these systems are aiming to solve is the inevitable conundrum of 'too much content, too li le time' that is commonly faced by users. A er all, there are easily million of movies, thousands of songs and hundreds of books to choose from at any given time. An e ective recommender system Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). CONF'18, XXX © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). 123-4567-24-567/08/06. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.475/123 4 ameliorates this problem by delivering the most relevant content to the user.
Our work is targeted at recommender systems that operate on implicit data (e.g., clicks, likes, bookmarks) and are known as collaborative ltering (CF) systems [23] . In this se ing, Matrix Factorization (MF) remains as one of the most popular baselines which has inspired a incredible number of variations [6, 7, 12, 21] . e general idea of MF is as follows: Users and items are represented as a matrix and subsequently factorized into latent components which can also be interpreted as modeling the relationships between users and items using the inner product. As such, this allows missing values to be inferred which provides an approximate solution to the recommendation problem.
Recently, Hseih et al. [8] revealed the potential implications pertaining to the usage of inner products to model user-item relationships. eir argument is constructed upon the fact that inner product violates the triangle inequality which is essential to model the ne-grained preferences of users. Instead, the authors proposed a metric-based learning scheme that minimizes the distance between user and item vectors (p and q) of positive interactions. Simultaneously, this also learns user-user similarity and item-item similarity in vector space. As evidence to their assertions, their proposed algorithm, the collaborative metric learning (CML) algorithm [8] demonstrates highly competitive performance on many benchmark datasets.
is paper explores the translational principle and its connections to recommender systems. Needless to say, our work is highly inspired by recent advances in NLP which include the highly celebrated word embeddings [15] and knowledge graph embeddings [3, 13] which popularized the concept of semantic translation in vector space. In our proposed approach, we assume that there exist a latent relational structure within the implicit interaction data and therefore, we aim to model the latent relationships between each users and items by inducing relation vectors. Overall, our key intuition can be described as follows: For each user and item interaction, we learn a vector r that explains this relationship, i.e., the relation vector r connects the user vector to the item vector. Ideally, this vector r should capture the hidden semantics between each implicit interaction and is learned over an auxiliary memory module via a neural a ention mechanism.
Apart from the clear bene ts of an interpretable a ention module, our proposed model can also be considered as an improvement to the CML algorithm [8] . Notably, the aws of CML include its intrinsic geometric in exibility since, in the optimal case, user-item interaction pairs are e ectively pushed to a single point in vector space. Consequently, this might not be ideal considering the manyto-many nature of collaborative ltering and has obvious implications which grow along with the size of the dataset. Our approach solves this by means of adaptive (user-item speci c) translations in vector space. is allows for a greater extent of exibility and modeling capability in metric space which allows our model to scale to larger datasets with easily millions of interactions. Moreover, CML is an ill-posed algebraic system [26] which can be ameliorated by adopting adaptive translations in vector space. We provide more detailed explanations in later sections.
Motivated by the success of deep learning, both generally and in the eld of recommender systems [6] , our ideas are materialized in the form of a neural network architecture that leverages the recent advancements of a ention mechanisms and augmented memory modules [24] . Overall, the prime contributions of this paper are:
• We present T R (Translational Recommender Networks), a novel, end-to-end neural network architecture for collaborative ltering on implicit interaction data. For the rst time, we adopt user and item speci c latent relation vectors to model the relationship between user-item interactions.
• We propose a novel Latent Relational A entive Memory (LRAM) module in order to generate the latent relation vectors. e LRAM module provides improvements in terms of exibility and modeling capability. Moreover, the neural a ention also gives greater insight and interpretability of the model. • We evaluate our proposed T R on twelve publicly available benchmark datasets.
is includes large, webscale datasets like Net ix Prize and MovieLens20M. Our proposed approach demonstrates highly competitive results on all datasets. Moreover, on large datasets, we obtain 5% − 6% gain in performance over CML and other models.
• We performed extensive qualitative analysis. Upon inspection of the a ention weights, our proposed T R is capable of inferring explicit information such as ratings (e.g., 1-5 stars), temporal and item a ribute information despite being only trained on implicit binary data. is ascertains the capability of T R in unraveling hidden latent structure within seemingly non-relational datasets.
BACKGROUND
Our work is concerned with collaborative ltering (CF) with implicit feedback. We rst formulate the problem and discuss the existing algorithms that are aimed at solving this problem. en, we elaborate on the potential weaknesses of the collaborative metric learning algorithm.
Implicit Collaborative Filtering
e task of implicit CF is concerned with learning via implicit interaction data, e.g., clicks, bookmarks, likes, etc. Let P be the set of all users and Q be the set of all items. e problem of implicit CF can be described as follows:
where Y ∈ R |P |× |Q | is the user-item interaction matrix. Implicit CF models the interaction of users and items and on that note, it is good to bear in mind that a value of 0 does not necessarily imply negative feedback. In most cases, the user is unaware of the existence of the item which forms the cornerstone of the recommendation problem, i.e., estimating the scores of the unobserved entries in Y. Across the past decade, Matrix Factorization (MF) techniques are highly popular algorithms for collaborative ltering and have spurred on a huge number of variations [6, 7] . Since MF does not belong to the core focus of our work, we omit the technical descriptions of MF for the sake of brevity and refer interested readers to [6, 8] for more details.
Collaborative Metric Learning (CML)
CML [8] is a recently incepted algorithm for collaborative ltering and has demonstrated highly competitive performance on CF benchmarks. e key intuition is that CML operates in metric space, i.e., it minimizes the distance between each user-item interaction in Euclidean space. e scoring function of CML is de ned as:
where p, q are the user and item vectors respectively. CML learns via a pairwise hinge loss, which is reminiscent of the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [21] . CML obeys the triangle inequality which, according to the authors, is a prerequisite for ne-grained ing of users and items in vector space. CML, however, is not without aws. Firstly, the scoring function of CML is geometrically restrictive. Clearly, the objective function tries, given a user-item interaction, to t the pair into the same point in vector space. Considering the many-to-many nature of the CF problem, enforcing a good t in vector space can be really challenging from a geometric perspective since users and items are constantly being pushed-pulled across the vector space from di erent source interactions. While it is possible to learn useruser and item-item similarity clusters, this comes at at expense of precision and accuracy in ranking problems especially pertaining to large datasets whereby there can be millions of interactions.
Secondly and by taking a more theoretically grounded angle, CML is e ectively an ill-posed algebraic system [26] which further reinforces and aggravates the problem of geometric in exibility. e following proof elaborates on this issue. can be considered as an ill-posed algebraic system when there is a large number of interactions.
P . Let d be the dimensions of vectors p and q. From an algebraic perspective, each user-item interaction can be regarded as the equation p − q = 0. By considering p i − q i , where i is the index of the vectors p and q, the number of equations for each interaction is d. Let N be the total number of interactions, the total number of equations is therefore N × d. On the other hand, the number of free variables is only |P | × |Q | × d. Since N ≫ |P | × |Q | in most se ings, CML is e ectively an ill-posed algebraic system.
Since it is not uncommon for implicit recommendation datasets to contain millions of interactions while having signi cantly much lesser unique items and users, we can consider, from a mathematical perspective, that CML proposes an ill-posed algebraic system. is introduces instability when training and optimizing the objective function of CML.
Translational Models
Our proposed approach, T R , ameliorates the aws of CML by means of adaptive translation. Since our adaptive translations is learned as a weighted representation (over an augmented memory via neural a ention), this introduces an extremely large number of possibilities for the user vector to be translated in vector space. e user vector is now adaptively translated partially based on the target item. As such this allows T R to avoid the abovementioned aws of CML and enable more precise and ne-grained ing in vector space. Translating in vector space takes inspiration from NLP and in particular, reasoning over semantics (knowledge graphs). In this area, a highly seminal work by Bordes et al. (TransE) [3] proposed translations in vector space to model the relationships between entities in a knowledge graph. Word embeddings [15] are also known to exhibit semantic translation in vector space whereby the relationships between two words can be explained by a relation vector. e domain of CF that models users and items, and represents them as an interaction matrix is highly related to graph and network embedding [18, 25] . To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst work that extends the 2D structure of user-item CF into a 3D structure by assuming a latent relational (3D) structure. Intuitively, this can be also interpreted as inducing a latent knowledge graph from the user-item interaction graph. Figure 1 depicts the key difference between T R and CML -while CML tries to place user and item into the same spot in vector space, T R learns to t user and item with adaptive, trainable latent vectors. Figure 2 highlights the key advantages of T R . Specifically, an optimal translation is learned between each user-item interaction. We have previously established that CML su ers from instability (due to being an ill-posed algebraic system) along with geometric in exibility, i.e., push-pull e ects from too many interactions. e translational principle alleviates this by adopting user and item speci c adaptive translations that bene t from the vast number of possibilities of learning weighted (linearly combined) representations.
Deep Learning and Neural Attention
e success of deep learning has in ltrated countless elds and the eld of CF is no exception. Neural matrix factorization (NeuMF) [6] is a recent state-of-the-art model that learns the interaction function between user and item using deep neural networks. eir combined framework concatenates the inner-product-based MF with a multilayered perceptron (MLP). Our work borrows inspiration from the recent advances in deep learning. Speci cally, T R uses a neural a ention mechanism over an augmented memory module to generate latent vectors. Neural a ention mechanisms are popular in the elds of computer vision [17, 28] and NLP [14, 22, 30] and are known to improve performance and interpretability of deep learning models. Our work adopts neural a ention to generate latent relation vectors over an augmented memory. Speci cally, the inner mechanism of LRAM is highly reminiscent of end-to-end memory networks [24] and key-value memory networks [16] which are the state-of-the-art models for question answering, logical reasoning and machine comprehension. Figure 2 : T R utilizes adaptive translations to enable optimal and ne-grained tting of users and items in metric space. CML, on the other hand, uses a crude push-pull learning mechanism which increases instability and decreases precision.
TRANSLATIONAL RECOMMENDER NETWORKS
In this section, we introduce T R , our novel deep learning recommendation architecture. e overall model architecture is described in Figure 3 . T R aims to model user and item pairs using relation vectors. is is what we refer to as the translational principle, i.e., p + r ≈ q. Note that the relation vector r is what separates our model from simple metric learning approaches like CML which operate via p ≈ q. Let us begin with a simple high-level overview of our model:
(1) Users and items are converted to vectors using an Embedding Layer. p and q are the user and item vectors respectively. (2) Given p and q, a relation vector r is generated using a neural a ention mechanism. e relation vector, r , is a weighted representation over a trainable LRAM module. r is dependent on user and item, and is learned to best explain the relationship between user and item.
(3) Our model optimizes for p + r − q ≈ 0 using pairwise hinge loss and negative sampling.
Embedding Layer
T R accepts a user-item pair < user,item > as an input. Inputs of users and items are represented as one-hot vectors corresponding to a unique index key belonging to each user and item. At the embedding layer, this one-hot vector is converted into a low-dimensional real-valued vector representation. In order to do so, this one hot vector is multiplied with the embedding matrices P ∈ R d × |U | and Q ∈ R d × |I | which store the user and item embeddings respectively. d is the dimensionality of the user and item embeddings while |U | and |I | are the total number of users and items respectively. e output of this layer is a pair of embeddings < ì p, ì q > which are the user and item embeddings respectively.
LRAM -Latent Relational Attentive Memory Module
One of the primary goals of our T R model is to induce latent relations between user-item pairs. However, explicit semantic relations between user-item pairs are not available in traditional CF. As such, we introduce the Latent Relation A entive Memory (LRAM) module. e LRAM module is a centralized memory store in which latent relations are built upon. e memory matrix of the LRAM module is represented as M ∈ R N ×d where d is the dimensionality of the user-item embeddings and N is a user-speci ed hyperparameter that controls the expressiveness and capacity of the LRAM module. In matrix M, we refer to each row slice m i ∈ R d as a memory slice. e inputs to the LRAM is a user-item pair < p, q >.
e LRAM module returns the vector r of equal dimensionality as p and q.
Joint
User-Item Embedding. Given the user-item pair, < ì p, ì q >, the LRAM module rst applies the following steps to learn a joint embedding of users and items:
where is simply the Hadamard product (or element-wise multiplication). e generated vector s ∈ R d is of the same dimension of p and q. Note that while other functions such as the multi-layered perceptron MLP(p, q) is also viable, we found that a simple hadamard product performs be er.
3.2.2
User-Item Key Addressing. Next, using the joint user-item embedding, we aim to learn an a ention vector a. e a ention vector is learned from K ∈ R N ×d which we refer to as the key matrix. Each element of the a ention vector a can be de ned as:
where k i ∈ K ∈ R N ×d and the generated vector a i ∈ R d is of the same dimensions of p, q and s. In order to normalize a to a probability distribution, we can simply use the So max function, i.e., So f tmax(a i ) = e a i j e x j . 3.2.3 Generating Latent Relations. Finally, in order to generate the latent relation vector r , we use the a ention vector a to generate a weighted representation of M, i.e., adaptively selecting relevant pieces of information from the memory matrix M.
e output of the LRAM module is a user and item speci c latent relation vector r . e latent relation vector is a weighted representation of M. Intuitively, the memory matrix M can be interpreted as a store of conceptual building blocks that can be used to describe the relationships between users and items. e mechanism design of the LRAM module is inspired by Memory Networks and can also be interpreted as neural a entions which give our model improved interpretability. Note that the LRAM module is part of T R and is trained end-to-end. Finally, the total number of parameters added by the LRAM is merely 2 × N × d parameters and since typically we set N < 100 in our experiments, the parameter cost incurred by the LRAM module is negligible.
Translational Modeling Layer
For each user-item pair p and q, the scoring function is de ned as:
where r is the latent relation vector constructed from the LRAM module and ||.|| 2 2 is essentially the L2 norm of the vector p + r − q. Intuitively, this score function penalizes any deviation of (p+r) from the vector q.
Learning and Optimization
TransRec adopts the pairwise ranking loss or hinge loss for optimization. For each positive user-item pair < p, q >, we sample a corrupted pair which we denote as < p , q >. Similar to the positive example, the corrupted pair of user and item goes through the same user and item embedding layer respectively. e pairwise ranking / hinge loss is de ned as follows:
where ∆ is the set of all user-item pairs, λ is the margin that separates the golden pairs and corrupted samples. max(0, x) is also known as the relu function. Note that we use the same (generated) latent relation vector for the negative example. is is motivated by our early empirical results whereby performance was much be er over generating a separate relation vector for the negative example.
3.4.1 Regularization. Finally, we apply regularization by normalizing all user and item embeddings to be constrained within the Euclidean ball. At the end of each mini-batch, we apply a constraint of |p * | 2 ≤ 1 and |q * | 2 ≤ 1 for regularization and preventing over ing. In order to enforce this, we can either manually project all embeddings to the unit ball either at the beginning or a er each training iteration.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed T R against other state-of-the-art algorithms.
Datasets Dataset
Interactions In the spirit of experimental rigor, we conduct our evaluation across a wide spectrum of datasets.
• Net ix Prize -Since the entire Net ix Prize dataset is extremely large, we construct a subset of the famous Net ix Prize dataset. Speci ally, we only considered movie-item ratings from the year 2005 and ltered users who had less than 100 interactions. • MovieLens -A widely adopted benchmark dataset 1 for collaborative ltering in the application domain of recommending movies to users. Speci cally, we use three con gurations of this benchmark dataset, namely Movie-Lens100K, MovieLens1M and MovieLens20M [5] . • IMDb -A movie recommendation dataset obtained from IMDb that was introduced in [4] . • LastFM -is dataset contains social networking, tagging, and music artist listening information from Last.fm online music system 2 . • BookCrossing -is is a book recommendation dataset that was used in [31] . • Delicious -is dataset contains social networking, bookmarking, and tagging information from a set of 2K users from Delicious social bookmarking system 3 . is dataset, along with the lastFM dataset, originated from the Hetrec 2011 workshop 4 . • Meetup -An event-based social network 5 . We use the two datasets provided by [19] which include event-user pairs from two di erent countries, namely Meetup (NYC) and Meetup (CA). • Twitter -is is a check-in dataset constructed by [29] which contains users and their check-ins. ere are two subsets of this dataset, namely Twi er (WW) and Twi er (USA).
In total, we evaluate our proposed algorithm on twelve di erent datasets with diverse sizes and interaction density, i.e., the percentage of non-zero values in the user-item interaction matrix. For all datasets, (with the exception of the Net ix Prize dataset), we ensured that each user has at least 20 interactions. e statistics of all datasets are reported in Table 1 .
Baselines
In this section, we introduce the key baselines for comparison against our proposed T R .
• Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [21] is a strong CF baseline that minimizes the pairwise log-sigmoid loss. • Matrix Factorization (MF) is a standard baseline for CF that models the relationship between user and item using inner products. We use the generalized version from [6] which scores user item pairs with s(u, i) = σ (h T (u i)). • Multi-layered Perceptron (MLP) is the baseline neural architecture proposed in [6] in which the authors proposed to use multiple layers of nonlinearities to model the relationships between the users and items. • Neural Matrix Factorization (NeuMF) [6] is the stateof-the-art uni ed framework combining MF with MLP. NeuMF concatenates the output of MF and MLP and uses a regression layer to predict the user item rating. Note that NeuMF uses separate embedding representations of users and items for MF and MLP. • Collaborative Metric Learning (CML) [8] can be considered as the baseline of our model which does not include relational translations between user and item vectors.
Since CML and NeuMF have surpassed many other baselines such as WMF [9] , eALS [7] and Factorization Machines [20] , we do not further report them. Additionally, for fair comparison and due to scalability issues, we do not use WARP [27] for both CML and T R .
Evaluation Protocol and Metrics
Our evaluation protocol follows He et al. [ sampled to form the development set. Since it is too time consuming to rank all items for every user, we randomly sampled 100 items that have no interactions with the target user and ranked the test item with respect to these 100 items. is is in concert with many works [2, 6, 7, 21] . Since our problem is essentially formulated as learning-to-rank, we judge the performance of our model based on the popular and widely adopted standard metrics used in Information retrieval and recommender systems: normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG@10) [10] and Hit Ratio (H@10). Intuitively, the nDCG@10 metric is a position-aware ranking metric while H@10 metric simply considers whether the ground truth is ranked amongst the top 10 items. For more detailed explanations, we refer readers to [6] .
Implementation Details
We implemented all models in TensorFlow 6 [1] on a Linux machine. For tuning the hyperparameters, we select the model that performs best on the development set based on the nDCG metric and report the result of that model on the test set. Model parameters are saved every 50 epochs. All models are trained until convergence, i.e., if the performance (nDCG metric) on the development set does not improve a er 50 epochs. Models are trained for a maximum of 500 epochs. For large datasets like MovieLens20M and Net ix Prize, we stop the training at 100 epochs. e dimensionality of user and item embeddings d are tuned amongst {20, 50, 100}. e number of batches B is tuned amongst {10, 100, 1000}. e minimum number of batches for Net ixPrize and MovieLens20M is 100 in order to t into the GPU RAM. We optimize all models using the Adam optimizer [11] . e learning rate for all models are tuned amongst {0.01, 0.005, 0.001}. For models that minimize the hinge loss, the margin λ is tuned amongst {0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5}. For NeuMF and MLP models, we follow the con guration and architecture proposed in 6 h ps://www.tensor ow.org/ He et al. [6] , i.e., 3 fully-connected layers with a pyramid architecture. However, for fair comparison of all models, we do not use pretrained MLP and MF models in the NeuMF model since this effectively acts as an ensemble classi er. For T R , the number of memory slices in M is tuned amongst N = {5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100}. For simplicity, each training instance is paired with only a single negative sample. All embeddings and parameters are normally initialized with a standard deviation of 0.01.
For most datasets and baselines, we found that the following hyperparameters work well: learning rate= 0.001, number of batches B = 10, λ = 0.2. A larger embedding size always performs be er, i.e., d = 100. e size of LRAM is dataset dependent. We found that se ing N = 20 works well for most datasets (performance does not degrade going beyond 50 but does not improve either). However, we found that se ing N = 100 works be er on large datasets such as Net ix Prize and MovieLens20M.
Experimental Results
We o er empirical results of our proposed model and baselines on 12 benchmark datasets. is results are reported in Table 2 . Our proposed T R performed extremely competitively on all datasets. Notably, we obtain the best performance on both nDCG@10 and H@10 metrics on 10 out of 12 datasets while outperforming all other models on the nDCG metric on all datasets. On the other hand, the ranking of many of the competitor baselines are uctuating across datasets.
Comparison against CML. In general, T
R outperforms CML on all datasets on the nDCG@10 metric and losing to CML in the H@10 metric only on one dataset (Meetup (CA)). We would like to draw the reader's a ention to the two datasets, namely Net ix Prize and MovieLens20M datasets in which T R obtained a clear margin in performance gain over the competitor models. is ascertains our earlier claim about the aws of CML (not being able to scale to large datasets) and empirically proves the advantages of our proposed approach. Speci cally, T R outperforms CML by performance gains about 7.5% on MovieLens20M and about 6% on Net ix Prize on the nDCG@10 metric. e performance gains on the hit ratio (H@10) metric is also similarly high. When the dataset is smaller, the performance gains are less distinct. e performance gains on smaller datasets range from a marginal 1 − 2%, (e.g., Books and Delicious) to reasonably signicant, e.g., 3% − 4% on the Meetup (NYC) or Twi er (WW) datasets. As such, the concluding ndings pertaining to the comparison of T R and CML can be wri en as follows: On large datasets, the performance gains of T R over CML is large. However, on smaller datasets, T R at least performs equally well or sometimes reasonably be er. Our experimental evidence shows that our proposed T R is e ective and ascertains our usage of adaptive translations in collaborative metric learning.
Comparison against other baselines.
Pertaining to the performance of the other baselines, we found that the performance of MF and BPR to be extremely competitive, i.e., both MF and BPR outperform CML on several datasets. e performance of MLP, on the other hand, seem to perform reasonably well only on Movie-Lens20M and performs horribly on most datasets. Note that we also tried a non-pyramid architecture but that did not improve the performance. e performance of the model NeuMF (that combines MLPs with MF) is o en be er than vanilla MLP but fall short of MF in most cases. Notably, NeuMF performs reasonably well on MovieLens20M, Net ix Prize and MovieLens1M. is could possibly mean that the usage of dual embedding spaces (one for MF and one for MLP) might be over ing on the smaller datasets. Table 3 reports the runtime (seconds taken to run a single epoch) of all models on Net ix Prize and MovieLens20M. We make several observations. First, the di erence in runtime between T R and CML is quite insigni cant, i.e., T R only spends ≈ 10s − 15s extra per epoch which is only a 5% − 10% increase in runtime on both datasets. On the other hand, it is still faster than models such as NeuMF and MLP. Notably, this is also contributed by the fact that MLP and NeuMF are point-wise models which do not pair negative samples with positive samples during training. Next, we also compare the runtime of T R with di erent N (LRAM size) values and found that there is only minimal observable di erence in runtime with N = 50 or N = 100.
Comparisons on runtime.
is was probably made insigni cant by the highly optimized GPU operations and also due to the fact that the size of the matrix-vector operations in the LRAM is relatively small.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive qualitative insights regarding our proposed model. is section describes the signi cant discoveries that we have made.
RQ1: What is the LRAM module learning?
A key advantage to neural a ention mechanisms is an improved interpretability since we are able to visualize the weighted importance of each memory slice with respect to any given a ribute value . Speci cally, we investigate the a ributes of explicit rating information and explicit temporal information and show empirically via visualisation that the LRAM model learns to encode these attributes. Note that both a ributes are not provided to our model at training time. In this experiment, the following steps were taken:
(1) First, we categorized all user-item pairs (u, i) according to the target a ribute value . (2) Using (u, i) as an input, we generated the a ention vector a for each user-item pair. (3) For each a ribute class c i ∈ , we take the mean a ention vector for all user-item pairs in the category. (4) We visualise the mean a ribute vector of each a ribute class to observe the correlation between a ribute class and which memory slice T R is looking at.
LRAM encodes explicit rating information.
On datasets like MovieLens1M, explicit ratings (1-5 stars) exist but are not provided to T R . Surprisingly, we empirically discovered that, despite being only trained on implicit interactions, explicit rating information is actually being encoded in LRAM. Figure 4 shows the mean a ention vector (i.e., a) for each rating class (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . e color scale represents the strength of the a ention weights and each column of Figure 4 represents the mean a ention vector for each rating class. As such, the trends across di erent ratings can be observed by looking at the rows.
Clearly, we observe that there is a pa ern between the explicit rating score and the memory slice in which T R is looking at. We observe that slices M2-M4 are mostly associated with bad ratings (1-2 stars) while having a high a ention weight over M6, M7 and M9 signi es a good rating (4-5 stars). Moreover, there is a correlation between how much the model looks at M6,M7 and M9 and the explicit rating score. As such, it seems we are able to infer explicit rating scores solely based on how much our model is looking at each memory slice. We believe this can be explained as follows: e goal of T R is to nd a latent relational structure between the user and item interactions. As such, while T R is trying to assign relations between users and items via neural a ention, it has learned to identify and model explicit rating sentiment from the implicit structure of the dataset. 5.1.2 LRAM encodes temporal information. e second discovery is that the LRAM module actually encodes temporal information. Similar to ratings, timestamps are available on the MovieLens1M dataset but are not used to train the model. To facilitate clear visualization, we binned the timestamps into 10 separate bins in ascending order. Figure 5 shows the visualized the a ention weights of LRAM with respect to time. Similar to explicit rating scores, we notice that certain memory slices model the chronological order of user-item interactions. On M8, we see that the intensity of the a ention weights increase along with time. Moreover, the converse is true for M6. In short, there is a clear pa ern in which we can quite safely ascertain that LRAM has learned to encode temporal information. Once again, it is worthy to note that T R was not given any temporal information to begin with. 
RQ2: What do the relation vectors represent?
For each user-item pair in the test set, we generated the latent relation vector r . Next, we computed the cosine similarity between the relation vectors of all user-item pairs and selected the user-item pairs in which the cosine similarity between their relation vectors is the highest. Intuitively, this is to investigate if similar useritem pairs might have similar relation vectors. In order to characterize user-item pairs, we selected a ributes that are available in the MovieLens1M dataset. e user a ributes provided include Age, Job and Gender while only category and movie title were provided for the items. Once again, note that these a ributes were not provided to our model during training. For each user-item pair, we computed the a ribute matches with respect to the user-item pair with the closest relation vector, e.g., if < User1,Item1 > and < User2,Item2 > has the most similar relation vector, we compute the matches between each a ribute of both user-item pairs. For example, we check if the age or job of User1 and User2 matches. Ideally, the model should learn a similar relation vector for similar user-item pairs. In order to determine if the result is signi cant, we computed the probability of a match by random chance taking into consideration the distribution of a ributes. Table 4 reports the results of this experiment. Table 4 : Matches between user-item attributes of user-item pairs with the closest relation vector.
We observe that the percentage of ge ing an a ribute match is o en higher than that of random chance which might signal that similar user-item pairs have similar relation vectors. In particular, the item category (movie genre) has the most prominent improvement over random chance (7.32%) individually while a considerable percentage of user-item pairs (15.07%) have an exact match of item category and and job.
is is 9.51% more than random chance. Additionally, we also found that (by manual inspection) there is a prominent number of job-category matches such as (programmer, thriller) and (technician/engineer, thriller). is is intuitive since engineers and programmers can be considered as semantically related professions. Overall, we believe that, the user and movie a ributes characterize the behavior of users and therefore, there might be hidden structure within simple implicit interaction data. By imposing and inducing architectural bias, our model learns to capture this ne-grained behavior even from simple implicit feedback data.
CONCLUSION
We proposed T R , a novel a entive neural architecture that adopts the translational principle to model the relationship between users and items in metric space. T R demonstrates the state-of-the-art performance on 12 publicly available benchmark datasets for implicit CF. Improvement is greater when the dataset is large, e.g., Net ix Prize and MovieLens20M. Additionally, T R leverages the hidden and latent relational structure in the implicit user-item interaction matrix. We discovered that explicit rating information, temporal information and even item a ributes are encoded within the LRAM module and relation vectors even when this information is not provided during training.
